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TINTTED STTES ATT @FFCE. 
CARL A. G. PFANNE, OF HOBOKEN, NEW JERSEY. 

DEVICE FOR GRAINING LITHOGRAPl-IIG STONES. 

99%,3Sd. Speci?cation of Letters Patent. Patented am. 25, rear. 
Application ?led June 30, 1910. Serial No. 569,646. 

To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, CARL A. G. PFANNE, a 

citizen of the United States of America, and 
a resident of I-Ioboken, county of Hudson, 
State of New Jersey, have invented certain 
new and useful Improvements in Devices for 
Grraining Lithographic Stones, of which the 
following is a speci?cation. 

This invention has reference to improve 
ments in devices for graining lithographic 
stones by means of which the graining sur 
face required by the artist is produced as 
well as if the stone were grained by the 
most skilled handwork. In addition thereto 
the stones are grained in a fraction of the 
time required for hand graining and natu 
rally more uniform results are obtained. 
The invention is illustrated in the accom 

panying drawings in which: 
Figure 1 represents in perspective view a 

device for graining lithographic stones em 
bodying in desirable form the present im 
provements. Fig. 2 shows same in front ele 
vation. Fig. 3 is a plan view of the device 
shown in Figs. 1 and 2 partly broken away. 
Fig. e’ is a like view in side elevation. Fig. 
5 is a sectional View on line 5-—5 of Fig. ll. 
Fig. 6 is a top plan view of the device shown 
in Figs. 1 and 2 with parts broken away and 
Fig. 7 illustrates in sectional view a detail. 

Similar characters of reference denote like 
parts in all the figures. 

In the drawings A designates a pulley or 
wheel, shown as affixed to a shaft, as B. 
The wheel A may be turned by any desired 
means of power. The shaft B is shown as 
working in a sleeve, C1, cast on or secured to 
a plate, as C. This plate C may be made 
integral with or secured in any desired man 
ner to the frame D. 
The shaft B is shown as provided with a 

gear wheel 6 which meshes with another 
gear wheel as c on a shaft, as E. This shaft 
E is shown as mounted between the plate C 
and another plate F. The last mentioned 
plate may also be made integral with or se 

‘ cured in any desired manner to the frame D. 
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As shown, the shaft E is provided with a 
cam, as G, having a groove 9 therein. Into 
this groove 9 rollers, as h are shown as ?tted. 
These rollers h are shown as attached to rods 
H, and the rods H are shown as fastened to 
pieces, as I. These pieces I are shown as 
passing through bearings, as F1, on exten 
sions of the plate F. 
To the pieces I cross sleeves, as I1, are 

shown as secured, and in these cross sleeves 
I1 rods as J are shown as inserted. Two of the 
cross sleeves I1 are shown as provided with 
screws 2' and the other two of the cross sleeves 
are shown as not provided with screws 2'. 
The screws are intended to fasten the cross 
sleeves I1 which are so provided with such 
screws to the rods J which are inserted in 
them. Failure to provide any means for 
fastening the other two cross sleeves to the 
rods J inserted in them leave these rods J, 
not so fastened, free to ride in their cross 
sleeves I1. 
To the rods J links, as J1, are shown as at 

tached. These links J 1 are shown as also at 
tached to center links, as J2, and projections 
j2 are shown as provided on the upper sides 
of these center linksJZ. The projections j2 
are intended to lit in suitable openings 76 
provided in the lower ends of brackets, as K. 
The brackets K are shown as held together 
by a right and left hand screw as K1, and 
this screw K1 is shown as provided at one 
end with a head so that it may be easily 
turned to adjust the brackets K relatively 
to each other. 
K2 designates a loose fitting sleeve sur 

rounding a portion of the screw K1. This 
sleeve K2 may be held in position on the 
screw K1 by means of a screw as 701. 
L designates a rope shown as fastened at 

one end to the sleeve K2. This rope is shown 
as passing over grooved rollers m and as 
having adjustable weights as L1 attached to 
the other end thereof. The rollers m are 
shown as mounted in a cross bar, M, sup 
ported upon a shaft, as M1, and this shaft M1 
is shown as extending through an opening 
in the plate F and as resting in a ball bear 
ing ?xture M2 in the base of the machine, as 
shown in detail in Fig. 7. ' 
N designates brackets shown as held to 

gether by a right and left hand screw as N1, 
which screw is shown as provided at about 
its center with a head a to enable the screw 
to be readily turned. The brackets N are 
also shown as having pins as n1 by which the 
stone may be securely bolted in the brackets 
N. The brackets K and N are shown as 
fastened together by bolts, a2, and these bolts 
11.2 act as hinges on which the stone may be 
turned. 
The shaft E is shown as provided with a 

gear wheel 61 which meshes with other gear 
wheels 0 on the shafts 0. These shafts O 
are shown as mounted between the plates C 
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and F and as having projections 01 on their 
upper ends. These projections 01 are in 
tended to ?t into openings 79 in the under side 
of a plate, as P. The projections 01 are so 
arranged that as they travel around in the 
openings 79 the plate P will receive an ec 
centric motion. The plate P is shown as 
provided with a rim 291 and as having a 
grooved space 792 inside the rim 291. A plate 
P1 of hardened material, such, for instance, 
as glass or steel, may cover the surface of 

the plate P inside the grooved space The plate P is shown as resting on a frame 

Q provided with ballbearings as q. Guide 
pins, as f, may be provided to retain the 
frame@ in position. 

I will now describe the mode of operation 
ofthe machine. 
A lithographic stone as R is placed on the 

surface of the plate P inside the grooved 
portion p2 thereof. The brackets N are se 
curely fastened to the sides of the stone R 
by the adjustment of the screw N1, and the 
brackets Kare adjusted to proper position 
by turning the screw K1. The brackets N 
and K are then fastened together by the 
bolts if. The surface of the stone R which 
is to be grained, will of course, rest on the 
surface of the plate P. The surface of the 
plate P having had placed thereon a su?i 
cient quantity of graining material, such 
for instance as sand and water, the wheel or 
pulley A is caused to revolve, thereby caus 
ing the revolution of the shaft B, and from 
the shaft B motion is transmitted to the 
shaft E by means of the gearings which 
mesh with each other. The revolution of 
the shaft 'E also causes the revolution of 
the shafts O, vthrough the instrumentality 
of the gearings e1 and 0. The revolution 
of the shaft E gives motion to the cam G, 
and the rollers it which work in the grooves 
g of the cam G in turn cause the movement 
of the rods II. These rods H in turn move 
the pieces I and with them the cross sleeves 
P. The two cross sleeves I1 to which the 
corresponding bars J are fastened by the 
screws 2' move such bars J and these bars 
transmit movement to the links .1’, and 
through the linksJ1 to the center links J2. 
The projections ‘7'2 on the center links J2 
projecting into suitable openings in the 
brackets K move the brackets K and these 
brackets K in turn move the brackets N 
which are secured to the stone It. The mo 
tion of the cam G thereby gives thestone It 
a ‘reciprocating movement. The pieces I 
which are not fastened in their correspond-x 
ing sleeves I1 meanwhile play in their 
sleeves. I/Vhile this reciprocating move‘ 
ment is being given to the stone R the shafts 
O are carrying around their projections 01, 
thereby giving an eccentric movement to the 
plate P on the surface of which the stone 
R rests. In this Way the grains of sand to 
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which the surface of stone R is exposed are 
caused to so move that any design which 
may have been upon this surface of the 
stone It when it was placed on the plate P 
will be speedily removed. The counter-bal 
ancing weights L enable the weight with 
which the stone R is held against the plate 
P to be so adjusted as to meet the require 
ments of the operator. When the operator 
desires to raise the stone to see how the 
work is progressing he may, with slight ef 
fort and, if desired, by adding weights to 
the pile L1 raise the stone It up from the 
plate P, and when the stone‘ R has. been 
raised to a sufficient height he may then 
turn it around on the bolts n2 to expose the 
surface of the stone R to examination. It 
will of course be understood that the 
brackets K will be so shaped that they will 
not interfere with the turning of the stone 
It on the bolts 022. If on examination the 
operator ?nds that the design on the stone 
It has not been satisfactorily removed he 
simply lowers the stone back onto the sur 
face of the plate P and permits the machine 
to complete the eifacement of the design. 
‘When the design has been satisfactorily re 
moved the graining material to which the 
stone has been exposed may be removed and 
in place thereof other graining material 
may be placed on the plate P and the op 
eration of the machine continued until the 
surface of the stone has been given that 
grained surface which is required by the 
artist. “Then the work of graining the 
stone is completed the stone may be raised 
and turned around by means of the cross 
bar M and lowered to a carriage. ‘When 
the stone has been loosened from the 
brackets in which it- was held the machine is 
ready for the next stone. 

I claim as my invention: 
l. A device for graining lithographic 

stones, comprising a plate on the top sur 
face of which the lithographic stone is 
placed, means for imparting an eccentric 
motion to said plate, stone clamping and 
supporting devices, means for imparting re 
ciprocating motion to said devices, and a 
device for counter-balancing partly the 
weight of the stone during graining. 

2. In a device for graining lithographic 
stones, a ballbearing supported plate having 
recesses in its bottom surface portion and a 
smooth top surface on which the stone is 
placed, rotatable shafts below having pro— 
jections which extend into the recesses of the 
plate so arranged that eccentric motion is 
imparted to the plate, means for clamping 
and supporting the stone, and means for 
imparting reciprocating motion to the stone 
clamping devices. 

3. In a device for graining lithographic 
stones, a plate having recesses in its bottom 
surface portion and a smooth top surface on 
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which the stone is placed, a ballbearing de 
vice upon which the plate rests, means for 
holding said device in position, and rota 
table shafts below having projections which 
extend into the recesses of the plate so ar 
ranged that eccentric motion is imparted 
thereto. 

4. In a device for graining lithographic 
stones, a shaft, a cam operated by said shaft, 
rods moved by said cam, pieces to which said 
rods are fastened, sleeves secured to said 
pieces, bars passing through said sleeves, 
links attached to said bars, and means for 
transmitting the motion of said links to the 
stone, substantially as speci?ed. 

5. In a device for graining lithographic 
stones, a ballbearing supported plate having 
recesses in its bottom surface portion, rota 
table shafts below having projections which 
extend into the recesses of the plate to im 
part eccentric motion thereto, means for 
clamping and supporting the stone, and a 
cam operated device for imparting recipro 
eating motion to the stone clamping device 
and stone. 

6. In a device for graining lithographic 
stones, a ballbearing supported plate having 
recesses in its bottom surface portion, rota 
table shafts below having projections which 
extend into the recesses of the plate to im 
part eccentric motion thereto, means for 
clamping and supporting the stone, a shaft 
with cam, rods moved thereby, pieces con 
nected to said rods, sleeves on said pieces, 
bars passing through the sleeves, links at 
tached to the bars, and means for transmit 
ting the motion of said links to the stone. 

7. In a device for graining lithographic 
stones, adjustable brackets, brackets in con 
nection with the ?rst, links, means for de 
tachably connecting the links and brackets, 
links connected to said ?rst mentioned links, 
bars attached to the links, heads into which 
the bars are inserted, pieces secured to said 
heads, rods attached to said pieces, a cam, 
means whereby said rods are attached to said 
cam, and means for moving said cam. 

8. In a device for graining lithographic 
stones, the combination of a shaft, a cam on 
said shaft, rods operated by said cam, pieces 
to which said rods are fastened, sleeves se 
cured to said pieces, bars passing through 
said sleeves, links connected to said bars, 
other links connected to the ?rst mentioned 

% 

links, projections on said links secondly 
mentioned, brackets extending within reach 
of said projections, openings in said brackets 
into which said projections may ?t, means 
for adjusting said brackets and a counter 
weight attached to said brackets. 

9. In a device for graining lithographic 
stones, the combination of a shaft, a cam 
operated by said shaft, rods operated by said 
cam, pieces to which said rods are fastened, 
sleeves secured to said pieces, bars held in 
said sleeves, links connected to said bars, 
other links connected to said ?rst mentioned 
links, projections on said secondly mentioned 
links, brackets within reach of said projec 
tions having openings in said brackets into 
which said projections may ?t, means for 
adjusting said brackets, a counter-weight at 
tached to said brackets, other brackets, 
means for adjusting said last mentioned 
brackets and means for connecting said last 
mentioned brackets with the ?rst mentioned 
brackets. 

10. In a device for graining lithographic 
stones, the combination of a shaft, a cam 
operated by said shaft, rods operated by said 
cam, pieces adjusted to said rods, heads se 
cured to said pieces, bars held in said pieces, 
links attached to said bars, other links at 
tached to said ?rst mentioned links, projec 
tions on said secondly mentioned links, 
brackets within reach of said projections, 
openings in said brackets into which said 
projections may ?t, means for adjusting 
said brackets, other brackets attached to the 
?rst mentioned brackets, means for adjust 
ing said secondly mentioned brackets, a 
counter-weight attached to said ?rst men 
tioned brackets, shafts having projections 
thereon, a plate having openings on its 
under side into which said last mentioned 
projections may ?t, said projections being so 
arranged that when the shafts last men 
tioned are revolved said plate will be given 
an eccentric motion, a movable frame on 
which said plate rests, and means for hold 
ing said plate in position. 

Signed at Jersey City, N. J ., this 28th day 
of June, 1910. 

CARL A. G. PFANNE. 

Witnesses : 
W. R. BOWEN, 
CORINNE MYERs. 

Copies of this patent may be obtained for ?ve cents each, by addressing the “ Commissioner of Patents, 
Washington, 1). 0.” 
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